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Abstract
Online auctions with a fixed end-time often experience a sharp increase in bid-
ding towards the end (“sniping”) despite using a proxy-bidding format. We provide
a novel explanation of this phenomenon under private values. We show that it is
closely related to shill bidding by the seller. Late-bidding by buyers arises not to
snipe each other, but to snipe the shill bids. We allow the number of bidders in the
auction to be random and model a continuous bid arrival process. We show the exis-
tence of late-bidding equilibrium. Next, we characterize all equilibria under a natural
monotonicity condition and show that they all involve sniping with positive proba-
bility. We characterize the time at which such late bidding occurs and discuss welfare
implications.
JEL CLASSIFICATION: D44
KEYWORDS: Online auctions, correlated private values, last-minute bidding, sniping,
shill bidding, random bidder arrival, continuous bid time, continuous bid arrival pro-
cess.
1 Introduction
Online auctions on eBay as well as many other platforms have a pre-announced fixed
end (“hard end”) time, and in such auctions there is often a noticeable spike in bidding
activity right at the end, a phenomenon called “sniping” or “last minute bidding”.1 In an
English auction in which bidding is meant to be done incrementally, such behavior makes
sense: by bidding just before the auction closes, a bidder might be able to foreclose further
bids and win at a low price. However, to prevent such behavior, eBay allows bidders to
use a proxy bidding system in which a bidder submits a maximum price, and the system
then bids incrementally on behalf of the bidder up to the maximum price. The advantage
of this system is that the proxy-bot cannot be sniped: so long as the highest bid of others
is lower than the maximum price that a bidder has submitted to the proxy bid system,
the latter wins.
In common value environments, e.g. coin auctions, bidders might have an incentive to
delay their bids even in a proxy bidding auction format in order to hide the information
content of their bids from other bidders.2 However, a large fraction of auctions on online
platforms such as eBay fit the private values paradigm well, and yet experience signifi-
cant amount of sniping.3 What explains such bidder behavior in a private values setting?
This is the question we address in this paper, and suggest a novel solution.
Our analysis starts by considering another phenomenon that occurs in online auctions.
1It is the fixed ending that makes sniping possible. One way to submit a late bid is to use a sniping ser-
vice. Several online sites offer this service, and have active user bases. See sites such as auctionsniper.com,
gixen.com, ezsniper.com, bidsnapper.com. From site-provided lists of recent auctions won using its service,
comments on the discussion forum, or user testimonials it is clear that there is an active market for sniping
services.
2See Bajari and Hortac¸su (2003), Ockenfels and Roth (2006).
3See, for example, Roth and Ockenfels (2002) and Wintr (2008) for evidence of late bidding in eBay
auctions for items such as computers, PC components, laptops, monitors etc. Wintr reports that on eBay,
around 50% of laptop auctions and 45% of auctions for monitors receive their last bid in the last 1 minute,
while around 25% of laptop auctions and 22% of monitor auctions receive their last bid in the last 10 sec-
onds. These items are fairly standardized products and would seem to fit the private values framework
better. While the quality of, say, a laptop may indeed vary affecting the payoff of anyone who buys it in a
similar fashion the crucial point is that it is unlikely that some bidders are better informed about the quality
than others. With items such as coins, on the other hand, some bidders may have greater expertise than
others in recognizing the true worth of the items. In such auctions, bidding behavior of experts may give
away valuable information to the non-experts, prompting late bidding by the experts.
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Sellers often put in bids assuming different identities (and/or by getting others to bid on
their behalf). While the practice – known as “shilling” or “shill bidding” – is illegal, and
frowned upon by the online auction community, prevention requires verification which is
obviously problematic. Legal or not, shill bidding is reported to be widespread in online
auctions.4
The principal characteristic of a shill bid–the one that presumably generates all the pas-
sion surrounding the issue–is that the seller submits bids above own value in order to
raise the final price. In this sense, any non-trivial reserve price (i.e. reserve price that is
strictly higher than the seller’s own value) in a standard auction is an openly-submitted
shill bid. We know from Myerson (1981) that the optimal reserve price is typically higher
than the seller’s own value for the object. However, in a standard private-value auction
with a known distribution of values, the optimal reserve price is also the optimal shill
bid; there is no other higher bid that the seller can submit (openly or surreptitiously) that
would improve revenue. Put differently, in a standard private values model there does
not seem to be any rationale for shill bidding.5
In our model, a seller uses an online auction site (like eBay) to try to sell an item where the
auction format used is proxy bidding. The important point of departure is that the seller
faces some uncertainty about the distribution from which bidders’ values are drawn. In
this setup bids convey information regarding the true distribution, creating an incentive
for the seller to raise the reserve price. Since it is not possible to openly adjust the reserve
price mid-auction, there is now scope for profitable shill bidding. And late bidding by
bidders is directly related to shill bidding by the seller: the bidders bid late not because
they want to snipe the bids of other bidders but because they want to snipe the shill bids.
The specific model we consider incorporates many of the features of real life online auc-
tions. The set of (participating) bidders is random and their arrival at the auction is al-
lowed to be random as well. A consequence is that neither the seller nor bidders observe
the actual number of bidders, a feature that fits well with actual online auction environ-
4See, for example, the The Sunday Times (2007) report on shill bidding on eBay. See also the BBC
Newsbeat report Whitworth (2010). In Walton (2006) the author describes how he and his colleagues placed
a large number of shill bids on their eBay auctions.
5There might be scenarios – for example if cancelling bids is not costly – where the seller would have
an incentive to shill bid even when the distribution is known. While this is not the focus here, it is worth
pointing out that the bid-time choice problem of bidders in such scenarios is likely to be similar to that in
our model.
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ments. The auction proceeds in continuous time. Importantly, the bid arrival process is
continuous and random. The auction has a fixed end time, and as bids get pushed later
and later they start losing (smoothly) some chance of arrival. Note that in this game the
actions of the players (submission of bids) are not directly observable - what is observable
is a public signal (movement of the auction price) with a stochastic lag.
We show that there exists an equilibrium that exhibits sniping. In this equilibrium all
bidder types delay their bids till the very last moment such that any further delay would
result in their own bids arriving with a probability less than one. The seller submits shill
bids whenever it is optimal to do so but the crucial point is that the shill bids fail to arrive
with strictly positive probability.
Our second main result shows that in this environment sniping - in particular, the strategy
bidders follow in the equilibrium mentioned above - is a general phenomenon. While in
some equilibria there might be types who do not have any need to delay bids, it is always
the case that there are types who gain from delaying the seller from submitting shill bids.
However, it might be possible to sustain an equilibrium where some types bid early sim-
ply because the bidders themselves follow (somewhat strange) strategies that “punish”
late bidding. We show, however, that under a natural “monotonicity” assumption such
strategies can be ruled out in which case every equilibrium exhibits sniping with strictly
positive probability.
Relating to the Literature
In our paper, bidders want to delay bids to hide information from the seller. Other papers
have considered reasons for bidders to delay bids to hide information from other bidders.
Bajari and Hortac¸su (2003) consider a common values setting and assume a (discontin-
uous) timing structure that implies a two stage auction: up to time tL − ε it is an open
ascending auction, and for the rest of the time it is a sealed bid auction (i.e. all bids arrive,
but no one can respond to any one else’s bid). Under this structure, they show that all
bidders bidding only at the second stage is an equilibrium. Rasmusen (2006) models a
private values setting in which a high value bidder hides information from a bidder who
does not know own value by bidding at a discontinuous last minute.
Ockenfels and Roth (2006) consider a private values model and show that there is an
equilibrium with last minute bidding. They assume a “last point” in time (let us call it
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tL) such that a bid made at tL reaches with probability 0 < p < 1, and importantly, no
one can react to such a bid if it reaches. On the other hand, a bid made at time tL − ε for
any ε > 0, reaches with probability 1 and the other bidder has time to react and submit a
counter bid which also reaches with probability 1. Given this setup, they show that there
is a “collusive” equilibrium in which the bidders bid at time tL; by doing so each takes
a chance that his own bid will reach while the other bidder’s bid will not - allowing the
former to win and pay a low price. Deviations are not profitable so long as the collusive
price is low enough. Note, however, that if we drop the discontinuity in bid arrival and
make the arrival probability of bids a continuous function of time (bid made at t < tL
reaches with a higher probability than bids made at t = tL but the difference goes to zero
as t → tL), then starting from the situation where bidders are supposed to be bidding at
time tL, each bidder would have an incentive to bid “a little early,” which then unravels
the sniping equilibrium.
Ockenfels and Roth (2006) study a second model of last minute bidding with the same
bid arrival timing structure but set in a common values environment with two bidders:
an expert and a non-expert. Only the expert knows whether an item is genuine. They
show an equilibrium in which the expert bids only if the item is genuine and bids only at
the “last point of time” tL to deny the non-expert any chance to react to this information.
In contrast to the above literature, we have a standard private values setting and bidders
have no incentive to hide any information from other bidders; the reason for late bidding
is to try to snipe the seller’s shill bids. A further difference is that we consider continuous
bid times to study the optimal bid times.
Regarding shill bidding, Graham, Marshall and Richard (1990) investigate the question of
phantom bids and model a fixed number of distributionally heterogeneous IPV bidders.
In this case the auctioneer waits until bidding is over, observes the second highest value
and updates the reserve price using a phantom bid. In our setting the incentive to shill
bid arises from the fact that the value distribution is unknown to the seller. The seller,
however, is not the auctioneer and the shill bids have to be placed in the same manner as
the bids of the other (genuine) bidders. Also, we allow for a random number of bidders
and a time dimension, so the specific updating mechanism is different.
Engelberg and Williams (2009) analyze an incremental shill-bidding strategy to discover
the high value when bidders – presumably due to behavioral biases – bid in predictable
units. Here too late bidding would be beneficial in reducing the scope for successful
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shill bidding; however, such calculations need not apply when behavioral biases or naive
decision-making dictate bid-time selection. In such contexts, our work can be seen as a
benchmark model with rational bidders.
Chakraborty and Kosmopoulou (2004), Lamy (2009) examine shill bidding in environ-
ments with common or interdependent values, and show that the presence of shill bid-
ding can reduce the information content of the observed auction prices, and reduce the
seller’s revenue. Kosmopoulou and De Silva (2007) provide experimental evidence of this
phenomenon.
2 The Model
A seller is interested in selling a single unit of an indivisible object and uses an online
auction site to try to sell the item. The seller’s own value for the object is zero. The
auction format is proxy bidding with a hard (i.e. fixed) end time. The seller can post a
reserve price at the beginning and also submit shill bids during the auction.
Bidders6 are drawn randomly from some set of potential bidders and arrive randomly at
the auction according to some stochastic process. The seller as well as each bidder there-
fore faces a random set of bidders that (possibly) changes over time. For i = 0, 1, · · · , N,
let λi be the prior that the number of participating bidders is i, where ∑Ni λi = 1. We
assume λi > 0 for all i. The exact nature of the random arrival process is inessential to
the subsequent analysis. We assume that the set of participating bidders as well as their
arrival process are independent of the distribution of values as well as the actual values.
Values of bidders Let F be a set of distributions F1, . . . , FH on the support [v, v]. We
assume the following monotone likelihood ratio property of distributions.
Assumption 1 (Monotone likelihood ratio property) The distributions in F are ordered in
terms of likelihood ratio property: a higher value of v is more likely to have been generated from a
distribution Fk′ than from the distribution Fk for k′ > k.
6By bidders we mean genuine buyers. The seller assumes the identity of a buyer in order to submit shill
bids but in what follows our use of the term bidder does not include the seller.
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The assumption implies that the optimal reserve price is higher for distribution Fk′ than
for Fk for k′ > k. This provides motivation for the seller to shill bid: in so far as higher bids
reflect higher values (the extent of which depends on the specific equilibrium), increase
in the auction’s current price (current second highest bid) results in updated posterior
beliefs, which might, in turn, induce the seller to want to raise the reserve price through a
shill bid.
Let µk > 0, where ∑Hk=1 µk = 1, be the probability with which nature chooses distribution
Fk from the set F . The bidders’ values are then determined according to independent
draws from the distribution Fk. Each bidder privately observes own value. Neither the
bidders nor the seller observe Fk but have the same prior belief over F given above.7
-
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Figure 1: Bid timing and arrival. The auction starts at −T < 0 and ends at 1. Bidders arrive
randomly over [−T, 0]. The arrival time of a bid made at time t˜ ∈ [−T, 1] is distributed on the time
interval [t˜, t˜ + 1]. Early bids arrive with certainty, while a bid at any time t inside the “last minute”
(i.e. t > 0) gets lost with probability t and with probability 1− t the arrival time is distributed on
[t, 1].
Timing of bids and arrivals The auction starts at −T < 0 and ends at time 1. A crucial
element of our model is the continuous and stochastic bid arrival process. The arrival time
of any bid submitted at time t is uniformly distributed on [t, t + 1], so long as t + 1 6 1,
i.e. t 6 0. If t > 0, the bid gets lost8 with probability t, and with probability (1− t), the
arrival time is now distributed uniformly over [t, 1].
Note that bids submitted at time t ∈ [−T, 0) arrive with certainty; such bids are “early
bids.” Bids submitted at t ∈ [0, 1] are “last minute” bids (we use the expressions “last
7We assume that bidders do not know the distribution only because we think it might be more realistic;
none of our results are affected if we assume instead that bidders do know the distribution. What is crucial
is that the seller does not know the distribution.
8Being “lost” simply means that the bid fails to arrive by the time the auction ends.
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minute bidding”, “late-bidding” and “sniping” interchangeably).9 A last minute bid sub-
mitted at t = 0 (at the cusp of the last minute period) still arrives with probability 1, but
any bid at t > 0 (inside the last minute) is lost with probability t.10,11
Since we want to examine the optimal choice of time of bidding we assume that bidders
arrive randomly over [−T, 0]. Therefore any bid placed at time t > 0 is due to strategic
reasons (i.e., the bidder chose to delay submitting a bid) and not because it would not
have been possible for the bidder to have bid earlier.
For any t ∈ [−T, 1], let pt denote the current auction price and ht denote the public history
of auction prices up to (but not including) time t. The public history ht is thus a step
function over the interval [−T, t). When the first bid above the reserve price arrives, the
reserve price becomes active and is shown as public history.12 We define t as an active
period if the auction price changes at t; every instance that is not an active period is an
inactive period.
Below, we describe strategies of the bidders and the seller somewhat informally to con-
vey the essential ideas of our model without requiring the reader to wade through too
much notation. Since we have a continuous time game there are the usual issues such as
existence of well-defined strategies and dealing with “sequential” actions taking place at
9Note that given the continual improvement of technology and connection speeds, the “last minute”
represented here by the unit interval should be thought of as representing a short period of time over
which the bidder can choose to make a bid which might fail to arrive.
10Evidence of stochastic bid arrival abounds online. A Google search of the phrase “my eBay bid didn’t
go through” brings up a large number of results including eBay community forum posts, where bidders
complain about non-arrival of bids and replies suggesting they had bid too close to the end. Technology
sites such as TechRadar advises bidders that sniping services might cut it too fine. It is also worth men-
tioning that some sites explicitly mention sniping the seller as motivation, which is the idea in this paper.
The eBay buying guide site features an article titled “Sniping, The Intelligent Way to Bid!” which advises
bidders to not show their hand early “or others, including the seller, will take advantage.”
11There is another way to interpret this model of bid arrival. Suppose the eBay countdown clock is
not necessarily synchronized with any computer’s clock so that a bidder who cuts it fine going by own
computer clock might suddenly find the auction has ended before they could bid. Numerous online fo-
rums suggest such a possibility. See, for example, the eBay community site http://community.ebay.com/t5/
Archive-Bidding-Buying/Countdown-clock-is-wrong/qaq-p/6552937. Suppose the clock is known not be off by more
than 10 seconds. Within the last 10 seconds, the chance of a mismatch being present increases for any bidder
as time passes. This would lead to exactly the same bid-arrival-timing structure as presented in the model.
12In some auctions, the first activity that is registered is when the second bid above the reserve price
arrives. We assume the other variation as it is the more general one, but nothing in our analysis depends
on whether the first activity occurs when the first or second bid above the reserve price arrives.
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the “same instance.” These are dealt with in Appendix B.
2.1 Strategy of bidders
At every instant t, the feasible set of actions for a bidder (henceforth, bidders are assigned
the pronoun “he”) is to either remain inactive or be active and submit a bid, which is a
number in [0, v], with two additional restrictions: later bids must exceed earlier bids and
a bid at any time t must also be higher than the current auction price pt.13
Bidder i arriving at time ti ∈ [−T, 0] can submit one or more bids over time t ∈ [ ti, 0] and
can also submit a bid at some point inside the “last minute,” i.e. at some time q ∈ (0, 1].
Formally, we model a bidder’s actions as choosing his bid level. Let bi,t denote the bid level
of bidder i at time t. We normalize the initial bid level to be 0. After that, for all instances
where the bidder remains inactive, the bid level does not change whereas submitted bids
are reflected by upward jumps in the bid level.
Bidder i can observe ht for all t > ti. At every t > ti bidder i also observes own value,
arrival time, as well as the history of own bid levels for all time periods τ ∈ [ ti, t). These,
along with the public history ht, form a bidder’s private history hi,t at t. A strategy of
bidder i is a function that maps the set of all possible private histories of the bidder to the
bid-level choice set, with the restriction that there can be no more than 1 upward jump in
the bid level over (0, 1]. See Appendix B.1 for a more formal statement.
13We restrict the upper limit of bidding at the value v for the following reason. Note that any bid above
true value is dominated by a bid of true value (the usual Vickrey-auction reasoning applies) - thus the
restriction does not limit equilibrium behavior. However, since we are considering a dynamic game, with-
out the restriction there would be (off-equilibrium) histories where a bidder has himself bid more than his
value. The restriction avoids the problem of deciding optimal action after such “irrational” histories.
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2.2 Shill bidding environment
The seller (“she”) starts with a reserve price of R0.14 The actual value of R0 is inessential
to our analysis as long as it is not so high that the seller does not have any desire for shill
bidding in the future. Specifically, let r1, · · · , rH be the corresponding optimal reserve
prices if the seller believed with certainty that the distribution was Fk for k = 1, 2, · · · , H.
We assume that the seller’s prior over the set F is such that if the seller were to choose a
reserve price under the assumption that it would be impossible for her to shill bid, the chosen
reserve price would be strictly less than rH. It follows that in the actual model in which the
seller does have the option to increase the reserve price later (with positive probability),
the seller’s choice of R0 cannot be equal to rH under the same prior over F . Importantly,
this also means that the seller would have an incentive to shill bid.
We assume the following about bid timing: if the auction price moves at time t in a way
so that the seller updates her reserve price, she can submit a shill bid at time t. This
simultaneity of price movement and shill bid at t causes no interpretation problems (see
Appendix B.1.4).15
Note that, similar to any bidder, the seller can submit any number of shill bids before time
0. Over the last minute any bidder can submit at most one bid. We do not place such a
restriction on the seller - so that even here, the seller can submit one or more shill bids.
Our results remain unchanged even if the seller could only bid exactly once over the last
minute – but we do not require this in order to show that our results are not driven by any
such restriction.16
The starting reserve price R0 is part of the stated mechanism. The more interesting aspect
of the seller’s strategy is the submission of shill bids. Since shill bidding is illegal, we
assume that the seller shill bids through multiple accounts to avoid detection.17
14Choice of R0 follows from standard dynamic programming principles. For any given R0, the seller
calculates the expected revenue using her priors regarding the buyer-value distributions Fk, buyer arrival
process, and her knowledge of the strategies - including her own shill bidding strategies - and then chooses
the R0 that maximizes this expected revenue. We assume such a maximum exists. In particular, since the
strategies may depend on R0, optimal choice of R0 may involve solving for a fixed point.
15Note that this is a statement about timing of bid submission by the shill bidder. Once the seller submits a
bid, arrival of the shill bid is of course stochastic and is according to the same process specified previously.
16Also, in reality a seller might indeed ask other agents to bid on her behalf - and so restricting the ability
to put multiple bids over the last minute may be unrealistic.
17In practice, she could also ask others–agents carrying out her instructions–to bid on her behalf. Since
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2.3 Strategy of the seller
The seller chooses the initial reserve price R0 equal to the optimal reserve price in a sec-
ond price auction given the seller’s prior over the set of distributions F . As the auction
progresses, the seller acts as an “updater”: whenever the auction price moves resulting in
the seller receiving some information, the seller uses it to update the reserve price and de-
cides whether to submit a shill bid. Thus the seller becomes active only at active periods.
The seller remains inactive at all inactive periods.
It follows that at every instant t ∈ [−T, 1], the feasible set of actions for the seller is to
either remain inactive or be active and submit a shill bid, which is a number in [R0, vH],
with the additional restrictions that the seller is active at t only if auction price moves at
t, later bids must exceed earlier bids and a bid at any time t must also be higher than the
current auction price pt.
Let bs,t denote the shill-bid level of the seller at time t. We normalize the initial bid level of
the seller to be R0. After that, for all instances where the seller remains inactive, the shill-
bid level does not change, whereas submitted shill bids are reflected by upward jumps in
the shill-bid level.
The seller can observe public history ht for all t ∈ [−T, 1]. At every t, the seller also
observes the history of own bid levels for all time periods τ ∈ [−T, t). These, along with
the public history ht form the seller’s private history, hs,t at t. A strategy of the seller is
a function that maps the set of all possible private histories of the seller to the shill-bid
level choice set. See Appendix B.1 for a more formal statement.
Further, the seller’s bid level choice in active periods is defined recursively. Let τ1 be the
first instance of time t > −T that is an active period. If the auction price at τ1 is p, the
seller updates her prior (over the set of distributions F ) given the information content
of the auction price and calculates an updated optimal reserve price using the updated
prior.18 Let the updated reserve be denoted by rτ1 . If rτ1 > R0, then the seller submits
modelling these agents and the communication between them and the seller is unnecessary for our pur-
poses, we simply assume that the seller creates multiple accounts herself and shill bids using them. While
we assume that the seller manages to avoid detection by the auction platforms, none of our results would
be qualitatively affected if we assumed instead that the seller’s illegal activities are detected with positive
probability provided the punishment for shill bidding, upon being detected, is not too large.
18See Appendix B.2 for details of updating for the information arriving given the bidders’ strategies
specified in Theorem 1.
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a shill bid equal to rτ1 ; otherwise she remains inactive. Define S1 = max[R0, rτ1 ]. The
seller’s strategy is defined recursively. Consider any active period t = τk. The seller
again updates her (posterior) beliefs over F (given public and her private histories) and
calculates the updated reserve price rτk . If rτk > Sk−1, seller submits a shill bid equal to
rτk ; otherwise she remains inactive. The “counter” S is updated to Sk = max[Sk−1, rτk ].
3 Late-bidding Equilibrium
In this section we show existence by constructing an equilibrium with late-bidding and
sniping. In this equilibrium bidders delay submitting their bids so as to reduce the chance
of a successful shill bid but do not delay so much that they incur the risk that their own
bids may not arrive. In the next section, we show that this is not an isolated special case.
Under a reasonable restriction on strategies, sniping is a pervasive phenomenon: every
equilibrium involves late-bidding with strictly positive probability.
Define bidding truthfully as a bidder submitting a bid equal to own value. Recall that R0
is the seller’s initially chosen reserve price (the official reserve price of the auction).
Theorem 1 There exists an equilibrium in which every arriving bidder of any type
v ∈ (R0, v] bids once, and truthfully, at time 0.
The rest of the section constructs the proof of this result. First, we set up strategies for the
bidders and the seller. Next, we show that these are mutual best responses.
Proof: Consider the following strategies for bidders and the seller. We show that these
form an equilibrium.
Bidders’ strategies: All bidders of all types remain inactive – i.e., do not submit any bids
– for all histories for t ∈ [−T, 0). At t = 0, and for any history, bidder with value v
submits a bid equal to v if the auction price at time 0 is less than v; otherwise the bidder
remains inactive. For any t ∈ (0, 1], a bidder remains inactive if the history of the bidder
is such that the bidder has submitted bid equal to own value v at time 0. For any history
such that the bidder has not submitted bid equal to v at time 0, the bidder immediately
submits a bid equal to v if the current auction price is strictly less than v, and remains
inactive if the auction price is (weakly) greater than v.
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Seller’s strategy: The seller’s strategy is as stated in section 2.3. In addition, we need to
specify the seller’s beliefs at any active period for our proposed equilibrium. Following
the notation introduced in section 2.3, consider any active period t = τk. If the auction
price at τk is p, the seller updates her current prior (over the set of distributions F ) using
the belief that a bidder with type v > p has arrived. As stated previously, the seller
then uses her updated beliefs over F and calculates the updated reserve price rτk . See
Appendix B.2 for details of updating for the information arriving over the course of the
auction given the strategies of bidders specified above.
It is clear that if the above profile of strategies is an equilibrium, the resulting outcome
would be as stated in the result: all arriving bidders would bid for the first time at time
t = 0 and bid truthfully and not make any further bids. Hence, the remaining task is to
check that the above is indeed an equilibrium.
Consider first the bidders.
The bidders’ problem
To show that bidding at time 0 is an equilibrium, we need to rule out possible deviations.
There are three types of possible deviations: bid (at or below true value) before time 0,
bid lower then true value at time 0 then raise the bid at some point after 0 (incremental
bidding), bid only after time 0. We rule out these in the following three steps.
• Step 1 (deviation to bidding before time 0): It is obvious that deviating and submitting
a bid lower than true value at time t = 0 or t < 0 is worse than submitting a bid equal to
true value at t = 0. Since bids submitted at t < 0 and t = 0 both reach with certainty, the
usual weak dominance argument applies. Further, submitting a bid equal to true value at
some time t < 0 is not a profitable deviation. Given bidder strategies, the early bid does
not change the behaviour of any other bidder. Bids submitted at t < 0 and t = 0 both
reach with certainty but the earlier bid triggers a shill bid from the seller earlier with (at
least weakly) higher probability, reducing expected payoff.
Steps 2 and 3 are completed using two results, the proofs of which are relegated to the
Appendix.
• Step 2 (deviation to incremental bidding): We now need to rule out the possibility that
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a bidder deviates by bidding some number less than his true value (i.e., bids untruthfully)
at t = 0 and then bidding some higher number less than or equal to true value again at
some t > 0. Proposition 1 below shows that such incremental bidding is unprofitable: the
bidder should bid truthfully either at t = 0 or at some t > 0.
Proposition 1 Given the strategy profile specified above, it is optimal for any bidder to submit
a single bid of true value v either at time 0 or at some point of time q ∈ (0, 1). In other words,
incremental bidding is suboptimal.
The formal proof is in the Appendix. The intuition is quite simple. Consider an incre-
mental bidding strategy in which a bidder with value v bids v1 < v at t = 0 and bids
again v2 ≤ v as some point in time q ∈ (0, 1). If v1 is a winning bid, adding a bid later
can only reduce expected payoff. This is because the bid of v1 arrives with certainty - so
the second bid adds nothing to arrival probability. However, with strictly positive prob-
ability the second bid arrives before the first bid, and when it does, with strictly positive
probability it triggers a shill bid. But this shill bid is triggered earlier than necessary (i.e.
earlier than the time at which v1 arrives), thus raising the probability that the shill bid
actually arrives, which in turn reduces expected payoff. The second point to note is that -
and this follows from the standard property of second price auctions - raising the winning
bid does not change the auction price and so payoff from v1 given that it is a winning bid
is the same as the payoff from v. Thus if it is optimal not to sacrifice any probability of bid
reaching, it is best to bid v at 0 and nothing further. If, on the other hand, it is optimal to
sacrifice some probability of winning, it is best to bid v at some q > 0. In this case adding
a bid of v1 at 0 reduces payoff, as, with strictly positive probability, it arrives earlier than
the arrival time of the bid at q and triggers a shill bid.
• Step 3 (deviation to bidding only at t > 0): Proposition 2 below shows that remaining
inactive at t = 0 and bidding at t > 0 is not a profitable deviation.
Proposition 2 Given the strategy profile specified above, deviating to bidding at some t > 0 is
not profitable for any bidder.
The result shows that delaying bidding beyond 0 sacrifices some chance of arrival but
gains nothing. The intuition follows from two crucial observations. First, bid submission
is unobservable and the resulting payoff depends only on the time at which the bid ar-
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rives, not on when the bid was submitted.19 Second, for any arrival-time s, the payoff
from a bid arriving at s cannot be negative (since the bidder bids at most true value) and
is in fact strictly positive since there is a strictly positive chance of winning. Thus instead
of bidding at time 0 if a bidder deviates and delays bidding till t > 0, the payoffs are
identical for any arrival time s > t, but bidding at 0 allows additional opportunities for
arrival s < t and consequent positive payoffs pi(s) that are lost if the bid is delayed to t,
making the deviation unprofitable.
Step 1 and Proposition 1 in step 2 narrow the optimal bidding strategy of a bidder of type
v to two options: bid v once at t = 0 or bid v once at some time t > 0. This still leave
open the possibility that starting from the stated strategies, deviating to t > 0 could be
profitable. Proposition 2 in step 3 then rules this out by showing that remaining inactive
at t = 0 and bidding at t > 0 is not a profitable deviation. Thus bidders cannot profitably
deviate from the stated strategy profile.
The seller’s problem
To complete the proof we need to show that the seller’s strategy is optimal. Note that
any active period t < 0 is clearly off-equilibrium-path and Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium
puts no restriction on beliefs and resulting action by the seller at those periods. Therefore
the beliefs specified are compatible with equilibrium.20 For any active period t > 0 the
seller’s posterior beliefs are consistent with bidders’ strategies and the assumption that
the set of bidders who arrive at the auction is independent of the distribution of values.
So, the last thing to check is whether the seller with updated reserve rτk benefits from
refraining from shill bidding rτk even if rτk > Sk−1. Note however that such action is
beneficial only if submitting the shill bid at t = τk will prevent the seller from taking
some profitable action in the future. However, that is not possible. Ability to successfully
shill bid in the future depends on time remaining in the auction, not on past shill bids.
Finally, any increase in auction price (weakly) increases the updated reserve and hence
there cannot be a future event at which the seller regrets a past shill bid and would like
19The overall expected payoff depends of course on the timing of the bid since that affects the probabili-
ties of the bid reaching at various points in time. The point however is that the payoff pi(s) resulting from
the bid reaching at time s does not depend on when the bid was made.
20Given our assumption that the set of participating bidders, as well as the arrival process of bidders are
independent of (distribution of) values, seller’s posterior beliefs as postulated seem natural.
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to lower it.‖
4 Sniping across all equilibria
Our second main result argues that in the environment we study, sniping is a “general”
phenomenon in the sense that all equilibria involve sniping with positive probability.
Part of the intuition behind this result is obvious. While it is possible that there are bidder
types (values) who do not have any strict incentive to delay submitting their bids (since it
is possible that the seller does not submit shill bids when the auction price moves within
some certain ranges), it is not the case that all types will have such indifference. Therefore
there should be types who, like in the equilibrium above, would like to submit bids at
time t = 0 but not earlier. The question then is what can happen to make also these types
bid early in equilibrium.
This can happen only if the bidders themselves follow (somewhat strange) strategies that
“punish” delayed bidding. We discuss this possibility in section 4.1 below and show
that a natural restriction on strategies (“monotonicity”) rules out the possibility of any
equilibrium involving such self-punishing strategies. Armed with this restriction, we
show that types who could trigger shill bids never bid before time 0 (Proposition 3). We
then use slight variations of Propositions 1 and 2 (namely, Propositions 1A and 2A) to
show that no type would want to delay bidding to some t > 0. Our next main result,
Theorem 2 then follows.
4.1 Monotonicity
As noted above, the reason we might not have last minute bidding is if bidders them-
selves use strategies in which they “punish” delayed bidding (which of course acts against
their own collective self-interest). To see how this might be possible, fix a time t1 < 0 and
a price level p1 > R0. Consider the following strategy of a type v: If by time t1 the auction
price has not reached p1, bid v at t1. If the auction price has reached p1, do nothing at t1
(i.e. wait further to bid). If higher types follow such strategies, it might be optimal for
some types to bid early (to avoid being “punished” by other types who would bid early
and would also, in turn, trigger higher shill bids early). The strategies of higher types
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might be optimal if they, in turn, faced such punishments from even higher types.21 Such
strategies might not be part of any equilibrium, but in our general setting, we cannot rule
them out without imposing some restrictions on strategies.
The strategies mentioned above are non-monotonic in the sense that at a certain time,
lower prices would trigger bids but higher prices would not. As we show below, if we
impose a monotonicity requirement on strategies, all equilibria involve late bidding.
Definition 1 (Monotonicity) A strategy of a bidder of type v is monotonic if the following
property holds: if the bidder submits a bid of v′ 6 v at time t if the auction price at t is p < v′,
then the bidder also submits a bid of at least v′ at t for any higher auction price p′ ∈ (p, v′].
Implication of monotonicity Monotonicity has the following implication that is used
repeatedly to prove the results that follow. Suppose in some proposed equilibrium, a
bidder (say bidder 1) is supposed to submit a bid at time t, but deviates and submits
the bid at t′ > t. The deviation weakly reduces the chance of the auction price crossing
any given threshold, which in turn weakly delays the next bid being triggered, which
again weakly reduces the chance of the auction price crossing any threshold and so on.
Therefore, imposing monotonicity implies that the deviation, involving delaying the bid,
cannot strictly increase the chance of a bid (by some other bidder) being triggered at any
future point of time.
4.2 Last minute bidding across all equilibria
To see whether last minute bids must occur, we first consider the incentive to bid before
time 0. As noted at the start of this section, it is possible that there are bidder types who
do not have any strict incentive to delay submitting their bids in equilibrium, since it is
possible that the seller does not submit shill bids when the auction price moves within
certain ranges. However, our model ensures that there are types with values high enough
so that when price movements lead the seller to update upwards the probability that such
types have arrived, shill bids would be triggered. We call these types “shill-positive,”
defined below.
21In other words, any early bidding equilibrium necessarily involves threats to each bidder from others
saying in effect “bid early or face a higher chance that we will bid earlier than otherwise and facilitate shill
bids.”
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Definition 2 (Shill-positive types) Given any equilibrium, a type v is said to be shill-positive
in that equilibrium if the following is true. If at any time t ∈ (−T, 1) during the auction the
seller believes that a type at least equal to v has arrived, she revises her beliefs over F such that she
submits a shill bid at t.
It follows directly from the monotone likelihood ratio property (assumption 1) that if v
is shill-positive, so is any type v′ > v. Therefore, the set of shill-positive types in an
equilibrium is a non-empty interval of the form [v∗, vH]. The result below shows that
such types never bid early.
Proposition 3 Suppose bidders other than 1 use monotonic strategies. In any equilibrium, for
bidder 1 of any “shill-positive” type v > R0, bidding at t < 0 is suboptimal.
The intuition is straightforward: bids at time 0 as well as times t < 0 reach with certainty.
Staring from any proposed equilibrium in which a shill-positive type bids before time 0,
consider a deviation to time 0. From the implication of monotonicity noted above, this
does not trigger any punishment from other bidders. Further, this does not sacrifice of
arrival probability, but later arrival triggers shill bids later, reducing the probability that
the shill bid arrives.
Since any arriving bidder draws a shill-positive type with strictly positive probability, the
following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 1 Last minute bids occur with strictly positive probability in all equilibria.
4.3 Equilibrium strategies of bidders: further characterization
Let us now show that if others use monotonic strategies, the best response of a bidder
with a shill-positive type cannot involve incremental bidding. Proposition 3 rules out
bidding before time 0 by such types. However, this still leaves open the possibility that
such a type submits a bid at time 0 and another inside the “last minute.”
Proposition 1 rules out this possibility for the strategies we constructed to show existence
of late-bidding (Theorem 1). The reason is that the bidder strategies constructed for The-
orem 1 are monotonic. As the next result shows, the same result in fact applies to all
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monotonic strategies. The proof is also essentially the same - there is exactly one step
where the argument needs to be modified slightly to take monotonicity into account - we
do this in the Appendix.
Proposition 1A Suppose bidders other than 1 use monotonic strategies. In any equilibrium, for
bidder 1 of shill-positive type v > R0, it is optimal to submit a single bid of v either at time 0 or
at some point of time q ∈ (0, 1). In other words, incremental bidding is suboptimal, and in any
equilibrium a bidder bids exactly once, and submits a truthful bid, at some point of time in [0,1).
The intuition is the same as that for Proposition 1. Next, a result similar to Proposition 2
rules out waiting beyond time 0.
Proposition 2A There is no equilibrium in which any type of any bidder bids after 0.
The intuition is the same as that for Proposition 2. For the sake of completeness, we
include a proof in the Appendix. We now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 2 If we restrict attention to monotonic strategies, in all equilibria, all bid-
ders of all shill-positive types above R0 bid their true value exactly at time 0.
Proof: Proposition 3 rules out bid times before time 0. From Proposition 1A, we know
that bidders submit truthful bids once either at 0 or at some point of time in (0, 1). Finally,
Proposition 2A rules out the latter. Therefore in all equilibria, all bidders of all shill-
positive types above R0 bid their true value exactly at time 0.‖
Note that the above result characterizes the bid time for types that are shill-positive; for
those that are not, they can bid at any time in [−T, 0]. Thus there could be equilibria
involving both early and late bids as well as ones with only late bids (e.g. if all types above
R0 are shill-positive). The fact that shill-positive types bid exactly at the last possible
instant of time at which their bids would arrive with certainty is also reminiscent of the
widespread use of sniping services. A good quality sniping service behaves exactly in
this way: cuts it as fine as possible but ensures bid arrives.
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5 Conclusion
Late-bidding is a widely observed phenomenon in online auctions, many of which fit the
private values model well. We provide an explanation for such bidding behavior con-
necting it to another commonly observed phenomenon in online auctions - shill bidding.
The main result is that the bidders bid late not to snipe each other but to snipe the shill
bids. Our model incorporates many of the features of real life online auctions and the
framework we develop, we believe, should be useful for analyzing online auctions under
common values or other richer valuation environments.
We conclude by noting possible welfare implications of our results. As mentioned in
the introduction, shill bidding is illegal and universally frowned on. The literature on
shill bidding in common value auctions justify such status by showing how shill bids
might impede information aggregation (and lead to a reduction in the seller’s equilibrium
payoff). However, with private values the conclusions are less clear cut. Obviously a
successful shill bid is an increase in reserve price and can therefore result in additional
loss of efficiency for the usual reasons. However, an option of shill bidding might lead the
seller to post a lower initial reserve price as compared to the case where such an option
is not available.22 Given that in equilibrium bidders delay submitting their bids resulting
in some shill bids failing to reach, it is possible that a lower initial reserve price combined
with shill bids sometimes failing to arrive could result in overall higher welfare than when
the seller starts with a higher reserve price knowing that she will not have a chance to
update it later. However, a conclusive answer to whether shill bidding is overall harmful
depends on specifics of any actual situation (e.g. the precise nature of value distributions,
bidder arrival process and other aspects of the model).
Finally, in addition to considering overall welfare, it might also be interesting to examine
this at a disaggregated level and see how the welfare of buyers, sellers and online auction
sites are affected. An interesting question for future research would be to study shill bid-
ing and bid-time choice in a framework of multiple online auction sites such that buyers
and sellers can choose which auction sites to use, with sites choosing different rules that
affect the bidding possibilities for buyers and sellers as instruments for competing for
customers.
22The maintained assumption in this paper is that it is not possible to stop shill bidding. The discussion
here is under the counterfactual of what would happen if stopping shill bidding were possible.
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A Proofs
A.1 Proof of Proposition 1
Consider the problem of bidder 1 of type v. Consider an incremental bidding strategy v1
at time 0 and v2 at time q ∈ (0, 1), where v1 < v2 6 v.
In what follows, the term “positive probability” means probability strictly greater than
zero.
Step 1: Let P0(v1, v2) be the expected payoff given that v1 is a winning bid and given
that v1 reaches.
Since v1 reaches with certainty, the bid of v2 serves in this case only to trigger a shill bid
earlier than necessary with positive probability. To see this, suppose v1 arrives at t > q
(an event that occurs with positive probability). In the absence of the bid of v2 at q, a
shill bid would be triggered by bidder 1’s bid only at t. However, if the bid of v2 arrives
before t (which happens with positive probability), a shill bid is triggered earlier than
necessary (note that an earlier shill bid has a greater chance of reaching, thereby reducing
the expected payoff of bidder 1).
Further, dropping the bid at q must also weakly delay the shill bids triggered by arrival of
bids by other bidders. It follows that the payoff given v1 is a winning bid can be improved
by dropping the bid at q:
P0(v1, v2) < P0(v1). (A.1)
Here P0(v1) is the expected payoff of bidder 1 given v1, submitted at time 0, wins (and
there are no other bids by bidder 1).
Next, note that if v1 is a winning bid, so is any bid greater than v1. In particular, v is a
winning bid. Further, if we raise v1, the payoff given v1 wins does not change. This is
a standard property of second price auctions - raising the winning bid does not change
auction price (in other words, any higher bid is observationally equivalent: it has the
same impact on auction price and triggers shill bids in exactly the same way). So the
payoff given v1 wins (P0(v1)) is the same as the payoff given v wins, i.e.
P0(v1) = P0(v). (A.2)
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Step 2: Next, let EPq(v1, v2) denote the expected payoff when v1 is a losing bid and v2
reaches. Note that v2 gets lost with positive probability - so the bidder’s expected payoff
is a product of the actual expected payoff given v2 wins and v1 loses, and the probability
of arrival of the bid of v2.
Now, if v2 < v, EPq(v1, v2) can be raised by setting v2 = v since when v2 wins, whether
v2 < v or v2 = v makes no difference to payoff, but in cases where v2 loses and v wins,
the payoff gets raised. It follows that
EPq(v1, v2) 6 EPq(v1, v). (A.3)
Step 3: The expected payoff from the incremental bidding strategy is given by:
piinc = Pr(v1 wins)P0(v1, v2) + Pr(v1 loses, v2 wins)EPq(v1, v2).
Using the inequalities (A.1) to (A.3),






Note that as v1 → v, α → 1. Also, if v1 is dropped (or, equivalently, v1 is set to a value
lower than the initial reserve price R0), α = 0. For the purpose of the proof, let us repre-
sent dropping v1 as setting v1 = 0. Then v1 ∈ {0} ∪ [R0, v]. Further, if v1 is raised to v,
α = 1. Then we can write
pi = Pr(v wins)
[
α(v1)P0(v) + (1− α(v1))EPq(v1, v)
]
(A.4)
If we can show that the convex combination inside the square brackets is maximized
either if v1 = 0 or v1 = v, that would prove that incremental bidding is suboptimal and
the optimal strategy is either to bid only at 0 or to bid only at some point q > 0. Further,
since bidding exactly once is optimal, the optimal bid is indeed v. This would complete
the proof.
We now show that the convex combination inside the square brackets is indeed maxi-
mized at a corner.
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Consider the term inside the square brackets. As v1 decreases, α decreases. Further,
the payoff given v1 is a losing bid (EPq(v1, v)) increases. This is because the bid of v1,
which reaches with certainty, reaches before the winning bid with positive probability,
and therefore triggers shill bids earlier than necessary (i.e. earlier than shill bids triggered
by arrival of the winning bid) with positive probability. A lower v1 still reaches before the
winning bid with the same probability, but upon reaching triggers a shill bid with lower
probability, thereby raising payoff.
It follows that the payoff given v1 is a losing bid and v arrives is maximized when v1 is
dropped altogether:
EPq(v1, v) < EPq(v) (A.5)
Consider the convex combination α(v1)P0(v) + (1− α(v1))EPq(v1, v). As specified above,
v1 ∈ {0} ∪ [R0, v], where v1 = 0 represents dropping the bid of v1. As v1 varies, P0(v)
does not change while EPq(v1, v) is strictly decreasing in v1.
The two corner values of the convex combination are P0(v) and EPq(v), corresponding to
v1 = v and v1 = 0 respectively. Now suppose there is an interior value of v1 (i.e. some
v1 ∈ [R0, v)) that maximizes the convex combination. For that interior value, we have
α(v1)P0(v) + (1− α(v1))EPq(v1, v) > max[P0(v), EPq(v)], or writing it out, we have,
α(v1)P0(v) + (1− α(v1))EPq(v1, v) > P0(v), (A.6)
α(v1)P0(v) + (1− α(v1))EPq(v1, v) > EPq(v). (A.7)
Since 1− α(v1) 6= 0, we have from (A.6) that
P0(v) 6 EPq(v1, v). (A.8)
From (A.7), we have
α(v1)(P0(v)− EPq(v1, v)) > EPq(v)− EPq(v1, v) > 0,
where the last inequality follows from (A.5). Since v1 is an interior point, we have α(v1) >
0. Therefore, the above implies P0(v) > EPq(v1, v), which contradicts (A.8).
It follows that the expression α(v1)P0(v) + (1− α(v1))EPq(v1, v) cannot be maximized at
an interior value of v1 - it is maximized either by bidding only at 0 or by bidding only
at some point q > 0. Therefore incremental bidding is suboptimal, and the only relevant
question is whether the bidder should bid at 0 or wait until some point q > 0 to bid.
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Since bidding exactly once is optimal, it also follows from standard second-price auction
logic that truthful bidding is optimal (bidding anything other than true value is weakly
dominated). This completes the proof.‖
A.2 Proof of Proposition 2
Suppose some type v of bidder 1 (say) deviates to bid at time t > 0 under some history.
Note that the expected payoff of the bidder conditional on the bid arriving at time s >
t depends only on s. (The time of bid submission is not part of public history, so the
continuation histories conditional on the bid arriving at s are exactly the same whether
the bid is submitted at t or some other t′.) Let pi(s) be the expected payoff conditional on
the bid reaching at s. Also, recall from section 2 that a bid at t > 0 arrives with probability
1− t. The expected payoff after deviation can then be written as









The payoff gain over bidding at t = 0 is




Consider the sign of the expected payoff pi(s) for any arrival time s ∈ [0, t). Since bidder
1 bids at most own value v, pi(s) cannot be negative for any value of s. Further, with
strictly positive probability all other arriving bidders draw values below v, and even in
the worst case in which the seller submits a shill bid strictly greater than v, it fails to reach
with strictly positive probability. Thus pi(s) is always nonnegative, and is strictly positive
with strictly positive probability. It follows that for any arrival time s ∈ [0, t), pi(s) > 0.
Therefore, P(t)− P(0) < 0, and the deviation lowers payoff. This completes the proof.‖
A.3 Proof of Proposition 3
The seller’s strategy involves submitting a shill bid at active times (i.e. times when the
auction reserve price is met or auction price jumps). It follows that if the bid-arrival-time
distribution shifts to the right, the distribution of shill bidding times also shifts to the
right, which strictly reduces the probability of successful arrival of shill bids and strictly
improves the expected surplus of any serious bidder.
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Now suppose there is an equilibrium in which some types of shill-positive bidders submit
bids before time 0. Then it must be that in equilibrium shill bids are triggered before time
0 with strictly positive probability.
Suitably rename bidders so that bidder 1 of type v > R0 is shill-positive, and submits
a serious bid of v′ 6 v (a bid that exceeds the current auction price if the reserve price
has already been met, or exceeds the reserve price if the auction is not yet active) at time
t < 0. Consider a deviation by bidder 1 in which the bid of v′ is submitted at time 0. In
both cases the bid arrives with certainty before the end of the auction. So the deviation
does not lose any probability of arrival. Further, as noted in section 4.1, the assumption
of monotonicity implies that, starting from an equilibrium strategy, if a bidder deviates
and bids later, this cannot increase the chance of a bid by some other bidder type being
triggered at any future point of time. It follows that shifting bidder 1’s bidding time to
0 shifts the bid-arrival-time distribution to the right, which raises bidder 1’s expected
surplus. Therefore the deviation is profitable, which is a contradiction.‖
A.4 Proof of Proposition 1A
Consider the problem of bidder 1 of type v. Consider an incremental bidding strategy v1
at time 0 and v2 at time q ∈ (0, 1), where v1 < v2 6 v.
In what follows, the term “positive probability” means probability strictly greater than
zero.
Step 1: Let P0(v1, v2) be the expected payoff given that v1 is a winning bid and given
that v1 reaches.
As shown in the proof of Proposition 1, since v1 reaches with certainty, the bid of v2 serves
in this case only to trigger a shill bid earlier than necessary with positive probability.
Further, monotonicity of strategies of bidders other than 1 implies that if a bid from 1 ar-
rives later, this cannot increase the chance of a bid (by some other bidder) being triggered
at any future point of time. Therefore dropping the bid at q must also weakly delay the
shill bids triggered by arrival of bids by other bidders. It follows that the payoff given v1
is a winning bid can be improved by dropping the bid at q:
P0(v1, v2) < P0(v1). (A.9)
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Here P0(v1) is the expected payoff of bidder 1 given v1, submitted at time 0, wins (and
there are no other bids by bidder 1).
The rest of the proof is identical to that of Proposition 1.‖
A.5 Proof of Proposition 2A
Suppose there is an equilibrium in which some type v of some bidder is supposed to bid
at time t > 0 under some history. Note that the expected payoff of the bidder conditional
on the bid arriving at time s > t depends only on s. The time of bid submission is not
part of public history, so the continuation histories conditional on the bid arriving at s
are exactly the same whether the bid is submitted at t or some other t′.23 Let pi(s) be the
expected payoff conditional on the bid reaching at s.24 Also, recall from section 2 that a
bid at t > 0 arrives with probability Gt(1) < 1. The expected payoff in the purported
equilibrium can then be written as









Now consider a deviation to bidding at an earlier time t− ∆ > 0. As noted above, given
any arrival time s > t, the payoff is the same as before. Therefore




Now consider the expected payoff pi(s) for any arrival time s ∈ [t − ∆, t). The worst
case for bidder 1 is when such a deviation is detectable with certainty.25 In that case, the
worst possible punishment is that other bidders all bid their values at s.26 Since bidder 1
bids at most own value v, the expected payoff pi(s) cannot be negative for any value of
23Bidding at t or t′ would result in different probabilities that the bid reaches at any given s > max{t, t′}
but conditional on the bid reaching at s, the expected payoff of the bidder would be exactly the same.
24The realized payoff depends on the history at time s and the subsequent future histories following the
history at time s. The expected payoff pi(s) is an expectation of the realized payoffs taken with respect to
all these histories.
25For example, suppose t is the earliest equilibrium bid time for any bidder, or the equilibrium bid times
are such that no bid is supposed to arrive at any point of time in [t − ∆, t). In such cases, a deviation is
detected with certainty.
26Such a punishment might or might not be credible, but we are simply showing that even under the
worst possible punishment the payoff exceeds zero. Therefore, for any other strategy by other bidders the
payoff exceeds zero as well.
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s. Further, with strictly positive probability no other bidder draws a value above R0, and
even when some others do draw values above R0, with strictly positive probability no
such bid of v arrives. Similarly, the worst shill bid - a shill bid strictly greater than v - fails
to reach with strictly positive probability. Thus the payoff is always nonnegative, and is
strictly positive with strictly positive probability. Since this is true in the worst case, this
is true for all cases. It follows that for any arrival time s ∈ [t− ∆, t), pi(s) > 0. Therefore,
P(t− ∆)− P(t) > 0, and the deviation is beneficial, which gives us a contradiction. This
completes the proof.‖
B Technical Appendix
In this appendix we provide a formal description of strategies and equilibrium used in
the paper. In particular, the following issues are resolved.
1. Since our auction is a continuous time game some care needs to be taken to ensure
that strategies are defined in a coherent manner. We first define strategies formally
and then note the usual problem: since the real line is not well ordered, for any time
t there is no natural notion of “last time before t” nor the “next instance after t.” So,
for example, continuous time makes it difficult to interpret a strategy that says “bid
at the next instant after t.” The problem has well-known “fixes” in the literature,
which, as we show, apply here.
2. Second, we must consider modelling events that take place “sequentially” and yet
“at the same instance.” If a bidder arrives at t, we allow the bidder to bid at any
time in [t, 1], so two events: bidder arrival and bidding could happen at the same
time, although the two are naturally ordered. Similarly, if a bid arrives at t resulting
in a price jump at t, we allow the seller to shill bid at t. Two events take place at
the same instant though they are naturally ordered. It is not difficult to resolve this
formally - we do this by taking limits of small inertias.27
27Indeed, the issue of coincident but sequential events is no more difficult or challenging than that in-
volved in other continuous time auctions such as the standard Japanese type English auction (see, for exam-
ple, Milgrom and Weber (1982)) where price rises continuously with each bidder keeping a button pressed
to signal their participation, and the instant of time at which a bidder’s willingness-to-pay is reached, the
bidder releases the button. So two events - price reaching a specific point and a bidder exiting by releasing
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3. Finally, our existence result (Theorem 1) involves the seller updating beliefs. We
give an informal description in the main text; in Section B.2 we provide formal de-
tails.
B.1 Strategies and continuous time issues
B.1.1 Bidders’ strategies
We first define bidders’ strategies formally. In doing so, we follow the strategy construc-
tion of Bergin and Macleod (1993).28 While the bidder’s and the seller’s strategies are not
the same, the technical issues regarding continuous time are the same for both. We there-
fore define bidders’ strategies in some detail and briefly describe the seller’s strategies.
Recall (from Section 2.1) that the action choice of bidder i arriving at ti for all t ≥ ti is to
either remain inactive or be active and submit a bid. For now we ignore the issue that a
bidder may bid immediately upon arrival, which implies two events - arrival and bidding
happen at the same instance. We resolve this in section B.1.4 below.
Denote the arrival time of i by ti ∈ [−T, 0]. Recall that bi,t denotes the bid level of bidder i
at time t. Let Bi,t denote the set of feasible bids for bidder i at time t ∈ [ti, 1]. This evolves
with time as follows.
For bidder i arriving at time ti, let bid level bi, ti = 0. Let t
′ > ti be the first instance such
that bidder i submits a bid at time t′, where Bi,t′ = [0, vi]. Let the bid be b′ ∈ Bi,t′ . In that
case actions of bidder i are bi,t = 0 for t ∈ [ ti, t′), and bi,t = b′ for t = t′. More generally, if
bidder i submits a bid b˜ at time t˜, submits, at time t̂ > t˜, the next bid b̂ ∈ (max{b˜, pt̂}, vi]
and remains inactive in the intervening period, then his actions are bi,t = b˜ for t ∈ [ t˜, t̂)
and bi,t = b̂ for t = t̂. Further, for t ∈ ( t˜, t̂], Bi,t = (max{b˜, pt}, vi].
Finally, the following restriction applies to actions: if bidder i submits a bid at any time
t > 0, then he must be inactive over the intervals (0, t) and (t, 1].
The above implies the following restrictions on the path of actions: a bidder either re-
mains inactive (bid level remains unchanged), or submits a bid (bid level jumps upwards).
Further, any bid has to be greater than the current auction price. Finally, only a single bid
a button, takes place at the same instant of time - but it is implicit that there is a natural sequence and this
causes no interpretation problem.
28See also Simon and Stinchcombe (1989) for a related approach.
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is allowed for t > 0.
Private action path of player i is the function bi,t for all t ∈ [ ti, 1]. Private history, hi,t at time
t includes, value of the object vi, arrival time ti, private action path till time t, i.e., bi,τ for
τ ∈ [ ti, t) as well as public history ht. Let Hi,t be the set of all possible histories at time t.
Let Bi denote the union of Bi,t for t ∈ [ ti, 1]. Let Hi denote the union of Hi,t for all t ∈ [ ti, 1].
Following the construction of Bergin and Macleod (1993), the strategy of bidder i is
σi : Hi × [ ti, 1]→ Bi
where for any h′i and h
′′
i in Hi, if they agree (with respect to the metric introduced by
Bergin and Macleod) on the interval [ ti, t), the action bi,t at time t is the same for h′ and h′′.
The last restriction simply states that strategies cannot use information from the future.
B.1.2 Continuous time issues
As pointed out by well-known work by Simon and Stinchcombe (1989), Bergin and Macleod
(1993), the strategy defined above can be problematic for a game in continuous time: it
may not define a unique outcome. To deal with the issue that strategies in extensive form
games should define outcome paths uniquely, we make use of the concept of inertial
strategies introduced by Bergin and Macleod (1993). The intuitive idea is that submis-
sion of bids require a reaction time (however small): any bidder (but this applies to the
seller also) who has submitted a bid at time t may not submit the next bid till some time
has elapsed. More formally, consider a time t such that bi,t > supτ∈[ ti,t) bi,τ. An ε-inertial
strategy is a strategy such that for all t as defined above bi,τ = bi,t for τ ∈ [t, t + ε). Let
Σεi denote the collection of all ε-inertial strategies for player i and Σ
ε the cartesian prod-
uct. It follows from Theorem 1 in Bergin and Macleod (1993) that inertial strategies define
unique outcomes. Strategies for the actual continuous time auction game then are the
closure of the set of inertial strategies.29
29See Bergin and Macleod (1993) for details regarding the construction of the metric with regard to which
convergence of strategies are defined. Action sets in our context are closed, bounded intervals; construc-
tions in Bergin and Macleod allow for actions sets to be compact subsets of arbitrary metric spaces.
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B.1.3 Seller’s strategies
Recall that bs,t denotes the shill bid level of the seller at time t. This is a step-function as
for any bidder’s bid level with the following extra restriction. Let Tp denote the set of
active times in the auction (the set of times at which the price moves up). The set of active
times for the seller is a subset of Tp. Further, bs,t is determined by calculating the optimal
reserve price given the information content of public history ht at t. The updating process
given a specific equilibrium is described in section B.2. Let Bs,t denote the set of feasible
shill bids for the seller at time t ∈ [−T, 1].
Private action path of the seller is the function bs,t for all t ∈ [−T, 1]. Given the updating
described above, this automatically has the property that the bid level can stay unchanged
or jump upwards. Further, as for bidders, a bid at any t is required exceed the current
auction price pt. Private history hs,t at time t includes private action path till time t, i.e.,
bs,τ for τ ∈ [−T, t) as well as public history ht. Let Hs,t be the set of all possible histories
at time t.
Let Bs denote the union of Bs,t for t ∈ [−T, 1] and let Hs denote the union of Hs,t for all
t ∈ [−T, 1]. The strategy of the seller is given by a function
σs : Hs × [−T, 1]→ Bs
where for any h′s and h′′s in Hs, if they agree on the interval [−T, t), the action bs,t at time
t is the same for h′ and h′′. The last restriction simply states that strategies cannot use
information from the future.
The same problem as for bidders’ strategies arises here under continuous time, and can be
resolved in the same way by considering strategies for the actual continuous time auction
game as the closure of the set of inertial strategies.
B.1.4 Coincident events
The one remaining issue is that we allow for naturally ordered events that, nevertheless,
take place at the “same instance” of time in the model.
First, consider the issue of bid arrival. The arrival time of a bid (by either a bidder or the
seller) submitted at time t is uniformly distributed over [t, t + 1] (or over [t, 1] if t > 0),
thus arriving after t with probability 1. Since arrival of a bid coincides with bid time with
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0 probability, this causes no formal issue. However, we could also assume that there is
a minimum technology inertia so that a bid at t arrives only over [t + δ, t + 1] (or over
[t+ δ, 1] if t > 0) where δ is a small positive number, but since setting δ to zero is without
loss of generality here, and avoids unnecessary notation, we do so.
Second, a bidder arriving at time ti can also submit a bid at time ti. Similarly, following a
change in auction price at period t, the seller submits a shill bid “instantaneously” at time
t. To interpret, introduce small inertias as follows. A bidder arriving at t requires time
ε1 > 0 to “understand the state of the auction and settle down” and can start observing
history and take any action not before t + ε1. The seller is around from the very start
of the auction and not subject to this inertia. Second, after a price movement at t, every
agent (bidders and the seller) is subject to a “cognitive inertia” (i.e. time to process the
price movement and decide on any action) of ε2 > 0 so that the agent cannot submit a bid
before t + ε2.
Given these small inertias, all events are ordered in real time: if a bidder arrives at t, he
cannot bid before t + ε1 and if price changes at t + ε1, cognitive inertia pushes earliest
bidding time to t + ε1 + ε2. Further, given a price movement at any t, the earliest time at
which the seller can shill bid is t + ε2. Thus all events - bidder arrival and bidding, price
movement and bidding - are ordered in real time.
We could carry these inertias in the analysis without changing any result, but this encum-
bers notation unnecessarily. To simplify, we consider the limit as ε1 and ε2 go to 0.
B.2 Updating the seller’s beliefs
Recall from the model specification that µi, i = 1, 2, · · · , H is the seller’s prior belief that
buyer values are drawn from distribution Fi. For any t, let µi,t be the (updated) posterior
beliefs. Recall that the seller’s strategy for Theorem 1 involves updating beliefs given the
specified bidders’ strategies. In this section, we illustrate the belief-updating by the seller
by explicitly describing a few updates.
Before we do that, it is worth noting that the specific details of the updating procedure do
not matter for our results. The results simply require that shill bids are submitted with
positive probability. For the bidders to delay submitting their bids all that is requited is
the specification in section 2.2 that there is scope for the seller to do some updating so
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that she has the incentive to shill bid. Also recall that, while the bidders delay submitting
their bids, they do not delay beyond the time t = 0 ( Proposition 2, Proposition 2A).
Again, these results do not make any use of the exact updating rule used by the seller.
For ease of exposition, it is useful to consider separately the beliefs on and off the equilib-
rium path. In fact we break up the analysis for time t ∈ [−T, 0) and for t ∈ [0, 1).
Updating for time periods t < 0 Since the strategies of all bidders is to remain inactive–
irrespective of history–till time 0 and submit bids at time t = 0, over the time interval
[−T, 0) all inactive periods are on equilibrium path and any active period is off-path.
Further, given bidders’ strategies, all (on-path) inactive periods t ∈ [−T, 0) are uninfor-
mative events. All active periods are off-path and Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE)
imposes no restriction on seller’s beliefs; the updating we describe is consistent with a
theory that posits that all types have the same probability of a “tremble” of deviating
from their equilibrium strategy and placing a bid equal to their value.
Specifically, let τ1 be the first active period in (−T, 0). Then a straightforward application





There are now two possibilities: the seller submits a shill bid or she doesn’t. Suppose
first the case when the seller does not submit a shill bid at time τ1 and let the next active
period be t = τ2 > τ1. As mentioned earlier, for all k = 1, 2, · · · , H, the seller’s updated
beliefs remain µk,τ1 for all inactive periods between τ1 and τ2. Now, since τ2 is an active
period, the auction price changes and let the price at τ2 be denoted as pτ2 . Then again





At this point, again, the seller may or may not submit a shill bid. If she doesn’t then her
posterior beliefs continue to remain µk,τ2 till another possible active period τ3 ∈ (τ2, 0)
and the updating follows the same procedure as shown above given the auction price pτ3
at time τ3, and so on.
Next, consider the situation when the seller submits a shill bid at time τ1, the first active
period. Let sτ1 denote the value of seller’s shill bid. As before, we let the next active
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period be denoted by τ2; note that if the seller shill bids at τ1 then the latest point in time
for τ2 is τ1 + 1.
Now, given that the seller shill bids an amount sτ1 at time τ1, the price pτ2 can be greater
than, equal to, or less than sτ1 .















And the updating process continues similarly for future active periods t < 0.
A remark before we continue. Notice that for τ2 < τ1 + 1, it is possible that the seller’s
shill bid has not reached yet and the activity is caused by yet another bidder bidding
before time 0. Off-equilibrium beliefs are unrestricted under PBE. We choose these by
having the posterior beliefs satisfy a consistency condition (in the same spirit as Sequen-
tial Equilibrium) as follows. Notice that the seller’s shill bid reaches by τ2 with strictly
positive probability whereas “trembles” of the bidders converge to zero. This explains the
right hand side of equation B.3 and B.4; for these two cases, the seller’s updating reflects
the fact that the activity at time τ2 is “infinitely more likely” to be caused by arrival of
the seller’s shill bid than by yet another tremble (i.e., a tremble other than the one that
created the first active period τ1). It is only when pτ2 > sτ1 that the seller has to believe
that there is some other bidder who has also trembled. This explains the right hand side
of equation B.5.
Next we consider the time period beyond t = 0.
Updating at time periods t ≥ 0 Now, provided there has been no active period prior to
t = 0, all active and inactive periods for t > 0 are on the equilibrium path.30 Let τ1 be the
30If there have been active periods prior to t = 0 then formally, everything that happens afterwards is
off-equilibrium path. However, since the requirements of PBE is to use strategies (along with Bayes’ Rule)
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first active period. Along the equilibrium path, µi,t = µi for t < τ1 and hence the seller
updates her belief exactly as in equation B.1.
Once again, the seller may or may not optimally decide to shill bid. If she doesn’t then
she updates her beliefs as in equation B.2. If the seller does shill bid at τ1 then her updat-
ing at τ2 is similar in many ways to what we discussed earlier but with some important
differences. So, suppose that the seller does shill bid at τ1, and let the bid be equal to sτ1 .
Again, we consider three cases based on whether the price pτ2 is greater than, equal to, or
less than sτ1 . The first two cases are relatively simple, the seller’s updating in these cases
are as shown in equation B.5 and equation B.4.
The case that is different from what we had earlier–and is a bit more involved–is when
pτ2 < sτ1 . It is possible that the price movement at τ2 is caused by the seller’s shill bid
(which she had submitted at time τ1) reaching or it could be due to arrival of some other
bidder’s bid. And unlike the case for t < 0, now the latter events are non-negligible (in
terms of probability of occurring).
Note that if the seller knew that the price movement at τ2 is caused by the seller’s shill




On the other hand, if she knew that it is caused by the arrival of the bid by some other




To obtain the posterior, we require a few more steps. In what follows, recall that the
density of the uniform distribution - the bid arrival process - is unity.
First, suppose the number of participating bidder is n ≥ 1. The prior probability that the
activity at time τ2 is caused by the seller’s bid reaching before the bids of the n− 1 other
bidders reach is31 equal to (1− τ2)n−1. On the other the prior probability that one of the
to derive beliefs “whenever possible”, it is easy to see–from the discussion that follows–what the seller’s
updated posteriors are. Since bidders who have not deviated are supposed to follow their prescribed equi-
librium strategies, the seller’s updating is similar to what she would do if there had been no deviation but
with a major difference that her belief at t = 0 in that case are not her initial priors µi.
31Recall that bid of one of the n has already reached at time t = τ1.
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n− 1 bids has reached and neither the seller’s shill bid nor the other n− 2 has reached
is (n− 1)(1− τ2)n−2(1− (τ2− τ1). Therefore, conditional on the number of participating
bidders being n, the seller’s posterior belief, let us call it Hn, is
Hn =
(1− τ2)n−1




(n− 1)(1− τ2)n−2(1− (τ2 − τ1)




Of course the seller does not know the number of bidders who have arrived, but her
updated belief that the number is n can be derived as follows.
Recall from section 2 that λj > 0 denotes the prior that i bidders have arrived, j ∈
{0, . . . , N}. For t > 0, as bids arrive, the seller updates this based on the arrival-time
sequence (τ1, τ2, . . .). Let y0 denote the (null) arrival-time sequence when no bids have
arrived, and y` denote the history of arrival-times up to time τ`, the time of the `-th price
movement. Then λn ≡ λn(y0). Further,
λn(y1) ≡ Pr(n bidders|price movement at τ1) = λn(y0)Pr(τ1|n)
∑Nj=1 λj(y0)Pr(τ1|j)
λn(y2) ≡ Pr(n bidders|price movements at τ1, τ2) = λn(y1)Pr(τ2|n)
∑Nj=1 λj(y1)Pr(τ2|j)






that, in the case under consideration (the seller shill bids at τ1 and we have pτ2 < sτ1), the








Note that at this point the seller knows that at least 1 bidder has definitely arrived. This
explains why the calculation excludes the case n = 0.32
A similar updating procedure applies for future active periods.
32In general, if the seller knew at any time t that at least m > 1 bidders had definitely arrived (this could
happen for example if, after the reserve price becoming active, the auction price moved a further m − 1
times by time t and the seller had not submitted any shill bids before t) the calculations for updating would
only consider cases in which number of bidders were at least m.
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